Insights for void formation in ion-implanted Ge
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A B S T R A C T
The formation of voids in ion-implanted Ge was studied as a function of ion implantation energy and dose. (001) Ge substrates were self-implanted at energies of 20–300 keV to doses of 1.0×10 13 –1.0×10 17 cm –2. Transmission electron microscopy revealed clusters of voids just below the surface for implant energies ≤120 keV at a dose of 2.0×10 15 cm –2 and complete surface coverage for an implant energy of 130 keV and doses ≥1.0×10 16 cm –2. Void clusters did not change in size or density after isothermal annealing at 330 °C for 176 min. The initial void formation is discussed in terms of the vacancy clustering and “microexplosion” theories with a damage map detailing the implant conditions necessary to produce voids.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There is renewed interest in Ge as an alternative channel material in complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor devices due to its higher free carrier mobility and dopant activation compared to Si. However, the evolution of damage in ion-implanted Ge as a function of implantation conditions remains poorly understood. It is known that for a critical dose, Ge undergoes a crystalline (c-Ge) to amorphous (α-Ge) phase transition [1], and at significantly higher doses vacancy clustering and so-called “microexplosions” occur at the surface regardless of the implant energy [14–16]. In principle, it is possible to determine which theory better models void formation by selecting appropriate implant conditions and observing the resulting microstructure after implantation. If vacancy clustering is the governing mechanism, then varying depth and concentration of the vacancy profile should have an effect on the size and depth of the voids. If the microexplosion theory governs the formation process, then a small fraction of implanted ions (<0.1%) would produce microexplosions that result in voids. This implies that dose is the critical parameter that controls the void formation process, which should occur at the surface regardless of the implant energy [14–16]. In this work, the influence of ion dose and implant energy on void formation in ion-implanted Ge is investigated in an attempt to better understand the threshold conditions for the formation of a porous microstructure as well as which theory best explains void formation in Ge.

2. Experimental details

Two sets of (001) Ge samples with background B concentrations of 5.0×10 17 cm –3 were self-implanted at room temperature using a VISTa 900XP ion-implanter with beam current density of 0.38 μA/cm 2. The first set of samples was implanted at implant energies ranging from 20 to 300 keV with doses ranging from 1.0×10 13 –1.0×10 15 cm –2 while the second set was implanted with ion energies of 30–150 keV at a fixed dose of 2.0×10 15 cm –2. The samples were then annealed at 330 °C in a tube furnace in N 2 ambient for 22–176 min. A third set of samples was self-implanted at 130 keV with doses between 1.0×10 16 and 1.0×10 17 cm –2 using a 5SDH-4 tandem accelerator at Australian National University. Implantation for this set was performed at room temperature using a beam current density of 0.14 μA/cm 2. The α-Ge layers and voids were characterized using a JEOL 2010F transmission electron microscope at 200 kV in cross-section (XTEM) and plan-view electron microscope at 200 kV in cross-section (XTEM) and plan-view...
3. Results

Fig. 1(a) shows an XTEM micrograph of a sample self-implanted at 90 keV to a dose of $2.0 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ exhibiting clusters of small voids 15±6 nm in diameter just below the surface and an α-Ge layer 107±3 nm thick (as measured in regions without voids). PTEM imaging of the same sample, shown in Fig. 1(b), indicates an average of 9±4 voids per cluster. Approximately 0.07% of the surface of this sample was covered by voids. After annealing the sample in Fig. 1(b) at 330 °C for 176 min, the amorphous layer crystallized, but the void clusters remain with the same area distribution and size as shown in Fig. 1(c). This is consistent with prior reports indicating the stability of porous regions formed from high dose self-implantation upon annealing [2,4,17,18]. Behavior similar to that presented in Fig. 1 was also observed for other samples self-implanted at 30–120 keV to a dose of $2.0 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$. It is apparent from Fig. 1 that voids were not present uniformly across the entire sample, but were clustered randomly. This observation is surprising considering the dose uniformity is estimated at <1% across the sample [6]. Interestingly, the average depth of the voids (measured by XTEM) in samples self-implanted at energies of 30–120 keV to a dose of $2.0 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ appears to be independent of implant energy, as shown in Fig. 2. This is in contrast to the approximate linear dependence of the α-Ge layer thickness and depth of the vacancy concentration profile peak ($R_v$) with implant energy predicted with SRIM [19]. Furthermore, there is a complete lack of voids upon increasing the self-implantation energy to 150 keV.

Fig. 3 shows a damage map for self-implantation in Ge. The threshold dose for the formation of a continuous amorphous layer in Ge is $5.0 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$ [1], while the threshold implant dose for void formation was determined to be $2.0 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ with an implant energy of 120 keV. No voids were observed in XTEM or PTEM above this implant energy or below this dose. This threshold dose compares well with the void threshold doses for ions of similar mass, such as As$^+$ and Ga$^+$ [20].

Fig. 4 presents the evolution of the porous microstructure with dose at implant energy of 130 keV. It is evident that the amorphous layer thickness remains relatively constant over the dose sequence, while the thickness of the porous region increases with dose, as shown in Figs. 4(a)–(c). The pore diameter also increases with dose as shown in the SEM micrographs presented in Fig. 4(d)–(f), which is consistent with literature reports [9]. Interestingly, the pores at the surface appear open at a dose of $1.0 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$, but an increasing portion of the pores get covered by a surface layer at $3.0 \times 10^{16}$ and $1.0 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$ as seen in Fig. 4(d)–(f). This leads to an undulating α/c interface since the ions travel through different thicknesses of material depending on whether a surface layer is present.

4. Discussion

If void formation is governed by a vacancy clustering mechanism alone one would expect a uniform void distribution due the high uniformity of the ion implantation process. This work has shown that
at a dose of $2.0 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}$, approximately 0.07% of the surface is covered with clusters of voids. However, it is known that once the dose is increased to $4.0 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}$, the entire surface is covered with voids [6]. By comparison, the microexplosion theory suggests ~0.1% of incoming ions overcome the critical energy to form a microexplosion. However, this cannot explain void formation alone since a two-fold increase in dose leads to an increase in surface coverage by roughly three orders of magnitude. The lateral range [19] (~15 nm) of a 90 keV Ge$^+$ ion into Ge is roughly equal to the average diameter of a single void (15 ± 6 nm), which means that the clusters of voids seen in Fig. 1 cannot be formed by a single ion. In addition, the voids observed in this work were several orders of magnitude larger than those predicted with single ion molecular dynamics simulations [14–16]. These results indicate that neither the vacancy clustering or microexplosion theory can solely explain void formation.

It is possible that the initial microexplosion serves as a nucleation point for vacancy clustering; once a single void is formed, the formation energy decreases for neighboring voids, resulting in a cluster. Therefore, the number of voids a cluster contains would increase with dose, resulting in even more nucleation points. In this manner, the percentage of the surface covered in voids would increase nonlinearly with dose after the initial void formation. Furthermore, it is known that the individual void size increases with dose [6,9], which strengthens the argument that voids nucleate through a microexplosion mechanism, and then a vacancy clustering mechanism could govern the growth process.

Additionally, the fact that voids were observed in the near surface region well above $R_d$ indicates that vacancy clustering alone cannot explain void formation. If vacancy clustering solely governed void formation, then the void depth dependence on ion energy, shown in Fig. 2, should be centered on the vacancy $R_d$. Instead, the void depth is roughly the same value for all ion energies. In terms of the microexplosion explanation, there is a critical density of cascades required for a void to form. As the depth of the cascade increases, the cascade volume increases as well, and thus the critical energy to produce a microexplosion increases rapidly with the depth of the cascade below the surface [16]. This could possibly explain the observation of voids at the same distance from the surface, regardless of implant energy. It is possible that self-implantation at 150 keV to a dose of $2.0 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ produces a cascade density just below the critical value, thus resulting in no void formation at the surface.

Upon increasing the dose into the porous regime, several factors determine the surface morphology, including sputtering, redeposition, swelling, and ion beam annealing. It is likely that a combination of these factors contribute to the surface layer formation and surface roughness as shown in Fig. 4(d)–(f). Interestingly, the amorphous depth remains relatively constant, whereas the depth of the porous layer increases with dose. It is possible that vacancies continue to cluster with increasing dose, leaving the interstitials to migrate out from the surface, causing the surface to swell.

5. Conclusions

This work has shown that void formation in ion-implanted Ge does not occur uniformly across the surface of the samples. Rather, void formation at the threshold implant conditions exists in random clusters, which may be explainable via a combination of both the vacancy clustering and microexplosion theories of void formation. This work suggests that implant conditions must be chosen carefully in any type of Ge-based device processing; since common p- and n-type dopants (Ga$^+$ and As$^+$) have similar masses to Ge$^+$. Doping doses that approach $2.0 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ could result in void formation at low implant energies which cannot be removed via annealing.
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